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Someone posted up a quote of Father's saying that 

Time is not the same in Spiritual World as it is 

here. I have a few experiences that show me that 

Spiritual World transcends time. Anyone else got 

this kind of experience. I will relate one such 

experience. 

 

In the lead up to the Matching and Blessing in 

Korea on 11th and 12th January 1989 British 

members were starting to congregate at Lancaster 

Gate Headquarters to be ready to travel to Korea 

mainly on the same flight. On the 8th or 9th 

January, I can't remember how long we were there 

before leaving for Korea but I do know we were all 

matched pretty much as soon as we arrived. 

 

Sleeping at Lancaster Gate on the night of the 8th of January, I think, I had a dream where I was looking 

down on a brother who was smaller than me. I'm not that tall but this brother was smaller than me and in 

my dream my attitude was wrong and I was taking some strange kind of comfort from that , within the 

dream I was able to change my attitude and improve it a little and I think even pray for the brother within 

the dream. The dream ended with Spiritual World telling me that my descendants were going to be as 

numerous as the stars. 

 

Scroll forward a few days and we'd all had our prolonged overnight stop at Anchorage airport on the way 

to Korea as the airplane had clipped the wing of another plane while taxiing to refuel and they had to send 

another plane from Korea to get us! lol. Meanwhile my future wife to be was delayed by customs at Los 

Angeles along with a large contingent of the Brazilian family. 

 

So we've all pretty much arrived together at the McCol factory on 11th January and True Father has come 

back there to match us all. There were other stragglers there from various other countries also. Quite a lot 

of Malaysians I remember and brothers and sisters from Thailand and some from Africa and very few 

Japanese and Koreans as they had mostly all already been matched. There are probably about six hundred 

brothers and sisters there total with incredibly equal numbers of both if you consider the logistics of the 

whole thing. 

 

Then it came to the matching. It had been going on an hour or so and a French brother turned down this 

Brazilian sister and wanted a Korean wife. Father said "No Koreans here will Asian do" and then picked 

out this sister who was to become my wife' She can look quite Filipino but in truth I think Father was 

playing with him. He told Father "She's not Asian" lol, Father picked out a Malaysian sister and both 

accepted and off they went. Now the Brazilian sister is left standing there and Father starts looking for 

someone for her and he picks out the brother I dreamed with at Lancaster Gate. All of a sudden I felt, No, 

that should be me and kind of kneeled more uprightly. I was quite a few rows back. Then Father starts 

walking towards me. My National leader is running in front of him towards me and grabbed me a little 

looking at my years of Higher Education for some reason, which we were told to pin on our jackets. 

Father then Comes gets me to come forward and puts me beside the Brazilian sister we both agreed and 

that was that. Spiritual World was already aware and I had for me at least The proof of it. 


